MCRR bridges phase 2

Contractor: Cianbro
Bid Amount: $20,460,607.50
Percent Complete last approved pay estimate: 72.5%

Project Schedule: Completion date June 25, 2021.

Project Scope: The work consists of improving the Stroudwater River Overpass (NB & SB) bridges and Maine Central Railroad Overpass (NB & SB) bridges in the City of Portland, Maine. The work includes phased construction, concrete deck and steel girder placement, concrete substructure modifications and repairs, approach work and paving, guardrail, bridge rails, substructure concrete repairs, bearing repairs, and maintenance of traffic.

Contractor Schedule: At MCRR, the contractor has completed demo work. They began forming the deck northbound; southbound they are still cleaning the steel prior to deck work. At Stroudwater River, Cianbro has moved into phase 2. In phase 2, traffic is shifted to the outside onto the new widen roadway approach and bridge deck and begin reconstruction on the left two existing lanes of the bridge. Southbound, over the next few weeks, work includes preparing the concrete deck for membrane and pavement, pave the roadway approaches, guardrail and switch to phase 2 mid-July.